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Abstract— Previous research in supervised and unsupervised
anomaly detection normally employ a static model of normal
behaviour (normal-model) throughout the lifetime of the system.
However, there are real world applications such as swarm
robotics and wireless sensor networks where what is perceived
as normal behaviour changes accordingly to the changes in the
environment. To cater for such systems, dynamically updating
the normal-model is required. In this paper, we examine the
requirements from a range of distributed autonomous systems
and then propose a novel unsupervised anomaly detection archi-
tecture capable of online adaptation inspired by the vertebrate
immune system.

I. INTRODUCTION

Intrusion detection is the process of monitoring the events

occurring in a computer system or network and analysing

them for instances which violate (or possibly violate) related

security policies or practices [1]. Based on intrusion detection

methods, intrusion detection system (IDS) can be categorised

into misuse detection and anomaly detection. Misuse de-

tection detects attacks based on known attack signatures.

Although this method could achieve very high accuracy, it is

unlikely to detect novel or unknown attacks. For this reason,

anomaly detection which has the potential to detect unknown

attacks and variations of known attacks was proposed.

Ever since its introduction by Denning [2] in 1987,

anomaly detection has been an active field with many

new approaches proposed by researchers. Anomaly detec-

tion approaches build models of normal data and attempt

to detect deviations from the normal-model in data. The

generation of the model can be categorised into supervised

and unsupervised approaches. In the supervised approach,

the model is generated based on a dataset with purely normal

instances or with labelled anomalous instances [3]. However,

there are drawbacks with such an approach [refer to section

III-A]. In the unsupervised approach, raw data is used to

generate the model with clustering techniques being typically

employed for this task [4]. At the end of clustering, the

clusters with instances less than predefined threshold are

considered anomalous. After training (either supervised or

unsupervised), the derived model is use and remain static

throughout the lifetime of the system. If the monitored

system operates within a static environment, having a static

normal-model would be sufficient. However, in the real world
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environment, there are systems where the changes in the

environment affect the model and the model needs to be

updated dynamically to reflect those changes and to avoid

false alarms. There are some early works on maintaining

a dynamic normal-model but the initial model generation

is still supervised requiring data that might not be readily

available.

In this paper, we propose an unsupervised anomaly de-

tection architecture with adaptive model maintenance that

is inspired by the immune network theory proposed by

Jerne [5]. This is motivated by the analogy between immune

system and distributed autonomous systems and also the

learning and tolerance ability of the immune network. The

remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II

briefly introduces two examples of distributed autonomous

systems namely wireless sensor networks (WSN) and swarm

robotics and outline the requirements for anomaly detection

in such systems. Then, in section III, a brief description on

the architectures of current anomaly detection systems (ADS)

is presented. In section IV, we present a brief outline of

the immunology relevant to our work, with a focus on the

immune network theory. Section V is the ADS architecture

we are proposing and section VI conclude this paper and

point out our future work.

II. DISTRIBUTED AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS

In recent years, technological advances allow the devel-

opment of small, low-cost and low-power devices that are

capable of sensing phenomena in the physical world [6].

Such devices can be connected together to form a network

for applications beyond traditional boundaries, offer numer-

ous advantages such as large scale and wide geographical

coverage, high quality of sensed data, and deployment for

continuous monitoring in difficult and inaccessible terrains.

WSN and swarm robotics are examples of two applica-

tion domains greatly influenced by these advances and the

implementation of these systems becomes possible due to

the cost reduction in such devices. Both systems fall under

the category of distributed autonomous system. Segel [7]

defined a distributed autonomous system as a system that

is composed of many entities (agents) and that activities

of the system are accomplished by the combined action

of many of these entities without centralised control. Each

entity interacts with its environment (which consists of other

entities) but acts with some degree of autonomy [8].

Distributed autonomous systems promise a wide range of

new application areas including applications that requires

minimal human intervention and deployment in difficult and
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inaccessible terrain. For example, WSN have been applied

in variety of applications including military applications,

environmental and habitat monitoring, health care, smart

homes and agriculture while swarm robotics could be applied

in application with collective task that cannot be solved by

a single entity.

To clarify the motivation of our work, we will briefly

introduce two examples of distributed autonomous system

namely WSN and swarm robotics with focus on WSN and

the type of WSN applications where our ADS could be very

useful.

A. Wireless Sensor Networks

A wireless sensor network is normally composed of a large

number of low-power, low-cost and mostly static (can be

mobile) sensor nodes that are usually densely deployed to

monitor certain phenomenon of interest [6], [9]. A sensor

node is normally made up of a sensing unit, a processing

unit, a transceiver and a power unit [6]. The sensors in a

sensor network collect measurement data from their respec-

tive environments, process it and then transmit it through a

communication network to a base station(s) or sink node(s).

A base station can be a gateway to another network, a more

powerful data processing or storage centre, or an access point

to a human interface [9].

Sensor networks are different from the traditional com-

puter networks and ad-hoc networks. In addition to being

more constrained in terms of resources, WSN are more prone

to failure; often due to deliberate attack or malfunctions in

their deployed environment, (frequent) change of topology

with the addition, removal or failure of sensor nodes, (often)

with no global identification and more specialised commu-

nication patterns [6], [9]. Sensor networks are considered

to be complex systems with the ability to automatically

and dynamically self-organising (due to the communication

protocol) its connectivity [10]. Sensor nodes may fail and

new sensor nodes may be added. The self-organising ability

allows the network topology to be dynamically reconfigured

to reflect those changes.

The challenges in designing anomaly detection system for

sensor networks lie with the self-organising nature of sensor

networks, resource constraints (typically 2 AA batteries,

4K-64K RAM), variation of anomalies (anomalies in data

collected by sensors, anomalies in physical displacement

of sensor nodes and anomalies in communication patterns

due to attacks), and (for most applications) changing of

normal patterns due to changing environment and resources.

For example, consider a sensor network deployed to detect

forest fire. In this case, the thermal sensor on the sensor

node will collect temperature data at regular interval. For

different seasons, the expected temperature will be different

e.g. higher in summer, lower in winter. If the normal-
model for temperature (in degree Celsius) in the ADS is set

to be within the highest and lowest temperature expected:

[lowest winter, highest summer] such as lowest winter = -5

and highest summer = 35, the ADS would not detect the

temperature of -1 degree Celsius in summer as anomaly

(when it is obviously is). Similarly, a temperature of 20

degree Celsius in winter would not be detected as anomaly.

Thus, an ADS that would adaptively changes the normal-
model according to the seasons is preferable. This change of

normal behaviour at different time is described by the notion

of time bands [11].

Sensor networks are in essence a type of real-time system,

thus the response time is also important. The nature of such

sensor networks necessitate that ADS developed must fulfil

the requirements of

• Accuracy
The ADS must be able to detect the anomalies with

considerable accuracy. Measurement of accuracy can be

true positive, false positive or probability of detection.

• Responsiveness
The detection and responses to anomalies must be

within acceptable time frame.

• Resource usage
With limited resources, the ADS must be lightweight

consuming minimal computing and battery

• Robustness
The ADS must be able to adapt to a changing environ-

ment such as the decrease in battery power. With low

battery power, an increase in the ratio of error packets,

frequency of route discovery and updates are expected.

In addition, as resources become low then a degraded

level of service may become acceptable. Inversely, those

increases when battery power is still acceptable should

not be tolerated.

B. Swarm Robotics

Similar to WSN, swarm robotics involve the coordination

of a large number of simple, (mostly) homogeneous robots

to achieve some collective tasks that cannot be achieved

by a single robot. It was inspired from the system-level

functioning of social insects where a desired collective

behavior emerges from the interactions between the insects

and interactions with the environment [12]. Anomalies in

swarm robotics can be categorised into anomalies within a

single robot (internal faults) and anomalies that affect the

behaviour of the swarm (system-level faults).

There are many works on internal faults detection as

reviewed in [13]. However to the best of our knowledge,

no work has been done on detection of system-level faults.

At the system-level, a faulty robot might not be able to

participate and complete the tasks it is assigned to and thus

forces other robots to adapt accordingly to complete the task.

If a swarm robotic system is assigned a task where similar

behaviour is expected for all robots within a local proximity

(such as swarm foraging), a robot that behaves differently

that all other robots may be faulty. Therefore, other partici-

pating (observing) robots within the same proximity should

detect such changes.

Anomaly detection in such systems exhibit similar charac-

teristics as WSN. Requirements such as responsiveness might
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not be as stringent as WSN but other requirements remain

the same.

III. ANOMALY DETECTION SYSTEMS

A. Supervised vs unsupervised model generation

Depending on what type of data is presented to the ADS

for normal-model generation, ADS can be categorised into

supervised and unsupervised learning. In supervised anomaly

detection, a training dataset which is purely normal or

with correctly labelled attacks is used to train and generate

the model of normal behaviour [3] (Figure 1(a)). Many

supervised ADS techniques were proposed over the years;

neural network was used in [14], Hidden Markov Model

in [15], [16], [17], and junction tree algorithm in [1].

These techniques have showed very impressive results on

benchmark datasets. However, for real world applications, it

is very difficult and very seldom to have purely normal data

or perfectly labelled data. If the data instances of intrusions

are not identified or correctly identified, the training algo-

rithm may not be able to detect future instances of these

attacks [3]. Furthermore, it is tedious and impractical to

manually classify and label the enormous amount of audit

data available [3], [18]. To address this issue, unsupervised

anomaly detection was proposed to generate the model using

raw and unlabelled data.

(a) Supervised model generation

(b) Unsupervised model generation

Fig. 1. Model generation in anomaly detection system.

An unsupervised anomaly detection algorithm takes a set

of unlabelled data as inputs and attempts to find intrusions

buried within the data (Figure 1(b)). It is similar to the

classical outlier detection problem [3]. Hence, clustering is

typically used for unsupervised model generation. In [3], the

authors presented cluster-based estimation, K-nearest neigh-

bour (KNN) and one class Support Vector Machine (SVM)

while [4] presented a slightly different immune-inspired

approach. For unsupervised ADS, two general assumptions

are made [18], [4].

• The number of normal instances outnumber intrusions

• Intrusions are quantitatively different from normal in-

stances

Essentially what all these algorithms do is to cluster all

similar data together. At the end of the clustering, clusters

with less than certain percentage (10% in [4], 5% in [19]) of

data would be consider as anomalous (thus the assumptions).

The rest of the clusters would serve as the model of normal

behaviour. Experimenting with benchmark dataset such as

the 1999 KDD Cup dataset [20], these algorithms reported

very good results.

Both supervised and unsupervised anomaly detection with

a static normal model will perform well in applications where

the environmental changes would have little or no effect on

the model of normal behaviour. However, for applications

of some distributed autonomous systems such as WSN or

swarm robotics where the model of normal behaviour is

affected by spatial and temporal conditions, the model needs

to be updated dynamically to avoid false alarms.

B. Static vs dynamic model

Most of the current ADS only employ a static model.

After the training phase, the model remains static throughout

the lifetime of the system as depicted in Figure 4(a). The

majority of the ADS proposed for WSN in the literature are

in this category. As mentioned in Section III-A, deriving a

static normal-model during initialisation would be sufficient

for most applications. However, for applications where the

model of normal behaviour actually changes due to spatial

or temporal conditions, a dynamic model is required.

There are some early works that adaptively regenerates

models of normal behaviour such as [21] and [22]. In [21],

anomalies were detected based on the statistics of normal

traffics such as the minimum, maximum, and standard devia-

tion of the packet arrival time in each sensor node calculated

using a sliding window. In [22], the authors proposed the

use of Hidden semi-Markov Model (HsMM) to dynamically

change the model of Web users’ browsing behaviour in

order to detect distributed denial of service (DDoS). In

their experiment, they used real traffic data collected in

[23] for training and emulated DDoS attack using NS2

network simulator. Even though these systems maintain a

dynamic model during operation, generation of initial model

is still supervised as shown in Figure 4(b). For distributed

autonomous systems where a purely normal dataset might not

be readily available, it would be beneficial if unsupervised

initial model generation could be implemented.

The majority of the unsupervised anomaly detection algo-

rithms are unsuitable for adaptive model generation. Appli-

cations such as WSN and swarm robotics have very limited

resources (computational, battery and memory) whilst the

majority of the unsupervised model generation algorithms

require high computational power. We have decided to look

at biological distributed autonomous systems for inspiration.

We are especially interested by immune network theory by

Jerne [5] on how the immune components interact with each

other and detect pathogens. This is in part, due to the work by

Hart et al [24], Bersini and collaborators [25], and [26] that

have showed that immune network exhibits the properties of

tolerance and learning that we wish to endow the ADS with.
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(a) Static model

(b) Dynamic model

Fig. 2. Maintenance of normal model in anomaly detection.

TABLE I

DESIRED ANOMALY DETECTION PROPERTIES IN EXISTING ADS.

No Requirement Existing ADS
i Accuracy (Prob-

ability of detec-
tion)

High (Some ≥
95%)

ii Responsiveness Not available

iii Resource usage Moderate to high

iv Robustness Minimal support

Table I is the summary on how existing ADS fulfil

the general anomaly detection requirements in distributed

autonomous systems. Existing ADS are able to detect anoma-

lies in benchmark datasets with very high accuracy. However,

these ADS normally involve complex algorithms that require

considerable computational power. In terms of the ability to

adapt and dynamically updating the normal-model, minimal

support and consideration is given. This is fine as these

ADS are normally implemented in applications where such

adaptivity is not required.

IV. IMMUNOLOGY AS INSPIRATION

For clarification, a brief overview on vertebrate immune

system and immune network theory are presented.

A typical view of the immune system is one that its

primary function is to fight against invading pathogens such

as bacteria, viruses and other harmful microorganisms. It

consists of many interacting components (cells, molecules)

spread across many organs to protect the body against

infection. The immune system can be considered as two

systems; an innate system which the host is born with and

remains reasonably static, and an adaptive system which is

constantly changing over the lifetime of the host. The innate

immune system is made up of cells (phagocytes) that ingest

and destroy foreign materials, proteins and enzymes while

adaptive immunity is mediated by lymphocytes namely the

B-cells and T-cells [27]. The cells of an innate immune sys-

tem fight against pathogens, and are said to be non-specific

and therefore react in a general way without prior exposure

to them. In the adaptive immune system, lymphocytes have

receptors on their surface and any molecule that binds to the

lymphocyte’s receptor is called an antigen. The receptor on

T-cell is called T-cell receptor (TCR) while the receptor on B-

cell is called antibody. During adaptive immune response, the

binding of antibody to foreign antigens with enough strength

(affinity) will eventually eliminate the antigen.

A. Clonal Selection and affinity maturation

As mentioned in Section IV, the elimination of an antigen

by antibody depends on the affinity of binding between

them. Antibodies with high affinity to antigens will divide

and produce clones. These clones will then differentiate into

either effector or memory cells. The memory cells have

a longer life than normal B-cells and useful for similar

infection during subsequent encounter. Burnet [28] called

this the clonal selection theory of antibody production where

only activated lymphocytes experience clonal expansion.

During clonal expansion, some B-cells experience mutation

where the antibodies are edited producing higher affinity to

antigens. This process of increasing affinity is called affinity

maturation and is important for faster immune response and

detection of variants of the same antigen.

B. Immune network theory

The immune network theory by Jerne [5] postulated the

immune system as a network of interacting immune com-

ponents that exists even in the absence of antigen. It was

theorised that interactions exist not only between antibodies

and antigens but also between antibodies and antibodies.

The network formed by these interactions representing an

internal image of antigens. The network can respond either

positively or negatively. A positive response results in cell

proliferation, activation and antibody secretion. A negative

response would lead to network suppression. From these

interactions immunological behavior such as tolerance and

memory emerge [29]. Many versions of the network models

are presented in the literature e.g. in [30], [31] but generally

it can be summarised [32] as

RPV = NetSim − NetSup + eNew − eDeath

where:

RPV = Rate of population variation;

NetSim = Network stimulation;

NetSup =Network suppression;

eNew =Influx of new elements;

eDeath = Death of unstimulated elements.

There are many published work in the literature based

on immune network theory applied in different application

areas. Examples include aiNet in [33] for data compression
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and Resource Limited Artificial Immune System (RLAIS)

in [34] that was further enhanced in [35]. Our purposed

work has similar motivation and context to [35] but we adopt

the immune network for anomaly detection in systems with

changing normal-model.

V. PROPOSING UNSUPERVISED ADAPTIVE ANOMALY

DETECTION

In this paper, we propose an instance-based anomaly

detection architecture capable of online adaptation based on

immune network theory with unsupervised model generation.

Our study is different from [4] that is also inspired by im-

mune network theory in that they only used immune network

algorithm to represent the distribution of the original input

dataset and then used Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering

(HAC) to perform clustering analysis in generating model of

normal behaviour. In addition, their ADS employs a static

model of normal behaviour. Instead our approach is to use

(adapted) immune network algorithm for the whole adaptive

anomaly detection process.

Fig. 3. Proposed immune inspired architecture.

Figure 3 shows the general view of the unsupervised

anomaly detection system with dynamic model maintenance

we are proposing. Unlike other ADS, the model generation

is online and the learning is continuous. This requirement is

important in order for the proposed ADS to run on resource

limited systems such as sensor nodes, and dynamically

updating the normal-model.
Figure 4(a) is the high level architecture of the ADS in

a distributed autonomous system. The ADS is implemented

on each entity (agent) and entities in the network can

communicate for collaborative detection of anomalies. In

WSN, the entity is a sensor node while in swarm robotics,

it is a robot. The collaboration can be managed either by

a central manager or simply through local communications

among the entities. This architecture has some similarity with

the one proposed in [35].

The proposed immune network inspired ADS in each

entity is shown in Figure 4(b). When an entity receives

data from the environment, related antigen will be generated.

The antigen represents the data seen by the entity while the

antibody is used to detect such antigen. For example, in a

swarm robotic system that is assigned a foraging task, the

antigen and antibody may be represented as a feature vec-

tor of <robot id, average food collected, distance travelled,

(a) Global collaborative architecture (based on [36])

(b) Local immune network inspired architecture

Fig. 4. Proposed immune network inspired anomaly detection.

battery life, standard deviation food collected>. During the

antibody initialisation phase, antibodies are generated and

put in the initially empty antibody repertoire. The duration

for antibody initialisation is depending on the type of appli-

cation where the ADS is implemented. This is unsupervised

learning as the antigens are unlabelled data.

After initialisation, each antigen is match with all anti-

bodies in the antibody repertoire based on certain affinity

function. For simplicity, assume that the matching is based

on a similarity measure [refer to [38] for a detailed analysis

on representation and affinity metrics]. Only the antibody

with the highest affinity greater than predefined threshold

(th) with the antigen will be cloned and mutated (Eq. 1).

Mutations allow for gradual shifting of normal behaviour to

be tolerated and updated accordingly (as depicted in lower

left in Figure 5). The number of clones (cn) and probability

of mutation (mp) is up to the ADS designer. However, due to

resource constraints, the number of clones should be keep as

minimal as possible to maintain a reasonable size of antibody

population [37]. During matching if there is no antibody
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with affinity greater than predefined threshold for an antigen,

alarm will be raised as it may be anomalous antigen and a

corresponding antibody is generated for this antigen. In this

stage, the entity (ADS) might choose to share the antibody

with other local entities or with central manager that would

distribute the antibody. The generation of antibodies in this

case is justifiable since the antigen might instead be a genuine

normal pattern not seen before. With the generated antibody,

consecutive normal antigens with same pattern will not be

flag as anomaly. Such action allows the new (discrete) normal

pattern to be adaptively learned (top middle in Figure 5). If it

is an anomaly, we should detect it. Based on the assumption

that anomalies happen less frequently than normal instances,

the antibody generated by anomalous antigen will eventually

dies off due to inactivation as depicted in the upper left in

Figure 5.

Max(Affinity(Antigen, Antibody)) ≥ th (1)

During operation at every time interval t (disregard of

whether there is antigen or not), the lifetime of each antibody

in the antibody repertoire is reduced by certain constant value

k1 (Eq. 2). If the lifetime of an antibody is zero or less,

remove the antibody from the antibody repertoire. Depending

on how the interaction is implemented (on distance between

antibodies or number of similar antibodies), an antibody

will be suppressed or stimulated. Stimulated antibody will

be added k2 lifetime while suppressed antibody will be

reduced k3 lifetime. These parameters could be fixed if

necessary. Such antibody-antibody interactions will maintain

the antibody network (normal-model).

LifetimeAb(t) = LifetimeAb(t − 1) − k1 (2)

Fig. 5. Shifting of normal patterns.

Table II shows the mapping of proposed ADS to the

requirements in section II-A.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes an unsupervised anomaly detection

architecture with adaptive normal-model maintenance based

on immune network theory by Jerne. It first initialises

TABLE II

MAPPING OF DESIRED ANOMALY DETECTION PROPERTIES IN PROPOSED

ADS.

No Requirement Proposed ADS
i Accuracy (True positive,

probability of detection)
Depends on antibody repertoire
(tunable)

ii Responsiveness (Within
acceptable time frame -
application dependent)

Depends on antibody repertoire
(tunable) and matching algorithm

iii Resource usage
(minimum number of
detector)

Depends on antibody repertoire
(tunable) and complexity of match-
ing algorithm (trade-off with re-
sponsiveness)

iv Robustness (able to
change behaviour over
time accordingly)

Supported by mutations, antibody-
antibody interactions and genera-
tion of new antibody

antibody repertoire and dynamically maintain the normal-
model as the system operates. The proposed architecture

aims to support the requirements for applications in resource

constrained distributed autonomous systems such as WSN

that also require dynamic update for the model of normal

behaviour as the system operates.

Whilst the envisaged solution does offer a novel ap-

proach to addressing the problems of distributed autonomous

systems, the potential advantages will only be realised if

significant further research is performed. Specifically there

are a number of parameters that have to be tuned in order to

give the best balance across the properties of interest. This

in itself represents an interesting multi-objective optimisation

problem for which significant principled experimentation will

be needed.
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